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Editor’s Note: These are the folks who print our newsletter.

Rally Sport Region Will Never Use
Email Blasts or Social Media to
Solicit Money from Members for
non-RSR Events.
Recently our the PCA address info was used to send out
a solicitation asking RSR members to support a heart
tugging cause. It was a fake! PCA is attempting to
prevent repeats in the future. Nevertheless, know that
we will never solicit you for funds to non-RSR events
-- Never!
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An Inaugural Mul+-Regional Event

Beauty and the Bridge
PORSCHE ON THE MAC AUG. 17-19, 2018 – EXHILARATING!

1.800.338.6660

www.s$gnace.com/porsche/
stignace.com

Register Now!
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On the Grid
By RSR President Tim Pott

The other day I was chatting up a new
Porsche owner. I find myself doing that
quite a bit lately; it is afterall, part of my
role as President to recruit new members
to our club. When I identified my
affiliation with RSR, he responded “Oh,
you guys are the race track people, the
ones doing the high speed stuff”. My first
thought was to point out that RSR does
more than just track stuff. We have lots of events that appeal
to a broad range of members: driving tours, barbeques,
holiday parties, gimmick rallies and flash drives just to
mention some. These events make us a well-rounded group.
It occured to me, however, that it is a great asset to our club
that our identity is tied with driving fast, competently and
safely. It is, afterall, how our group got started.
For our members who don’t go way back to the begining,
RSR actually splintered off from a neighboring region as a
result of a bit of a rift between two factions, the “trackies”
and the folks that liked to do other events, such as dinners,
tours and parties. The faction who were more interested in
doing track events (aka High Performance Driving Education,
or HPDE events) felt they were being under represented
and decided to start their own region, one that focused on
driving. I’m not bringing this up to open any wounds, far to
the contrary, I am happy to report that the rift is behind us
and our two regions cohabitate nicely, often hosting joint
events. But knowing where we started is important because
it defines our direction, or what road we are on.
So I’ll pose the question to you, our membership: “Why did
you buy a Porsche?” I’ve heard many great answers to this
question: “The brand is iconic, I’ve always admired Porsches
and what they stood for.” “The styling is exceptional, they
are beautiful cars. I had a poster of one in my bedroom when
I was a kid and knew I would own one someday.” Most of
these are emotional ties and that is fine, but I bet what really
sealed the deal for most people considering the purchase of
a Porsche was when they got in the car and started to drive it
for the first time. Right away your senses take over and you
seem to meld into the car itself. The howl of the motor, the
view from the cockpit, the comfort of the seats, as well as the
positions of the instrumentation, steering wheel, and shift
lever are all where they should be for one distinct function -driving well. It is an intimate experience. Ferdinand Porsche
unsurprisingly said it best. “Design must be functional and
functionality must be translated into visual aesthetics,
without any reliance on gimmicks that have to be explained.”
Thankfully this attitude appears to continue as a major part of

the mission at Porsche throughout its history.
Does attending HPDE events make you a better driver?
You bet it does! Not only are you learning some basic
techniques and skills, but you are also learning things about
the limits of your car, where those limits are and how to
tell you are approaching them. You are also learning what
it is like to be an active participant in the whole driving
experience as opposed to some detached android going
through the motions. But most importantly, you are learning
how to concentrate and focus while behind the wheel, using
all your senses to safely get the most out of yourself and the
car. All these skills don’t leave you when you exit the track;
they become a part of your driving skill set that gets used on
a day-to-day basis, which certainly will improve your chances
should you encounter an unexpected “incident” while driving
on the street.
Many folks are concerned about damaging their car at the
track and this can certainly seem like a rational fear. However,
considering conditions surrounding an RSR HPDE this fear is
easily allayed. Many circumstances are much more carefully
controlled at an HPDE. First of all, the cars are all going in
the same direction, unlike on a road. There is no traffic
merging at ninety degree angles at a racetrack. People are all
being extremely attentive and have been well coached and
instructed on how to operate their cars safely. In short, there
are far more variables when driving a vehicle on the street
than there are at a race track. The other “damage” concern
might be worries about “blowing an engine” or some other
serious non-accident related event. This too is an extremely
unlikely event as a participant is really only using the vehicle’s
equipment as it was engineered to be used.
This article might be construed as a thinly veiled plug for
our HPDE program but it isn’t; it is a blatant, transparent plug
for our HPDE program. By registering and attending even just
one event you will inevitably learn many important things
about your car, and you just might learn a few new things
about yourself as well.
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Soar with RSR
Sunday September 9 th
Hosts: Dave Finch & Peter Grant
Head Chef: TBD (Volunteer Needed)

Join us for a scenic drive to Richmond Field in
Gregory, MI for an RSR sponsored Picnic Lunch
Watch the Sailplanes While You Picnic!
!
!
!
!
!

Meet at McDonalds, Zeeb Rd. & I-94, at 10 AM
Bring Snacks or Dish to Pass and Lawn Chairs
A mystery chef will be grilling burgers!
Bring $75 CASH per person (just in case!)
RSVP Dave Finch dfinch@raetech.com or Peter Grant
pgrant@speakeasy.net

! (Back up date in case of rain: September 16th)
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RSR Calendar of Events
August 3 -- 4 (Fri. - Sat.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills

September 11 (Tue.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills

August 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth

October 2 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

August 17-19 (Fri.-Sun.) Porsches Across the Mackinaw
Bridge (see page 4)

October 13 (Sat.) Fall Color Tour -- Hosts Stewart and
Sally Free

August 26 (Sun.): Porsche 70th Anniversary Celebration
-- Hosts: Sue Sarin and Arnie Spieker (see below)

November 3 (Sat.): Polar Bear Run -- Host: Sebastian
Gaeta

September 9 (Sun.): Picnic at Sandhill Soaring Club -Hosts Dave Finch, and Peter Grant (back-up date Sep-

November 6 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

tember 16) (see page 6)

August 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
September 11 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth (May be subject to change.)

December 4 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
December TBD: Holiday Party
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Membership
Current Membership 506*
* Includes 315 Primary Members

Welcome New Members
Samuel Jalet
Ann Arbor, MI
1999 Arena Red Boxster

Bruce Mather
Waterford, MI
2007 Midnight Blue Metallic
Cayman S

Tom Yurmanovic
Dearborn, MI
1984 Rubinrot 928 S

Member Anniversaries
Andy & Nancy Sasyk...............................33
Doug & Joanne Ash................................20
James & Susan Reynolds........................18
Kelly & Susan Roberts............................17
Michael McGarry...................................13
Martin Berthiaume................................12
Ben Ludy.................................................. 7
Wes Nardoni............................................ 7
Larry Dupuis & Sue Robach......................6
Gregory Lowe........................................... 5
Michael Shore & Eilene Davis..................6
Andrew & Terrie Thompson.....................6
John & Cheryl Tree...................................6

Estella Woo & Michael Goebelbecker......6
Sean Lundberg......................................... 4
Tony & Penny Morris ...............................4
David Mueller........................................... 4
Garrett & Nicole Roberson.......................4
Jan & Marilyn Tripp..................................4
Charles Brown III...................................... 3
William Farah........................................... 3
John Decator............................................ 2
Colin Charsley-Groffman..........................1
Mike Hafner............................................. 1
Mark Nestor............................................. 1
Craig & Joyce Ritchie................................1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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You might not race in the Cup
series, but if you’re a great
driver, you need great insurance.

FINN’S J M & J
INSURANCE

Great driver,
great insurance.

ANN ARBOR • 734.668.4050
FinnsIns.com

MARTIN TRUEX JR
2017 NASCAR Cup Series Champion

™

Furniture Row trademarks used with permission. “Martin Truex Jr.” is a registered trademark of Martin Truex Jr LLC d/b/a MTJ Motorsports.
His name and/or likeness are used under license by MTJ Motorsports. Toyota trademarks used with permission. Bass Pro Shops® is a
registered trademark of Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C. Tracker® is a registered trademark of Tracker Marine, L.L.C. 5-HOUR ENERGY
and the Running Man Designs are registered trademarks.
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High Performance Driving -- Waterford Hills
Story by Editor Mike O’Rear, photos by Membership Chair & Historian Glenn Trapp

With summer vacation schedules, the turnout for the July
Rally Sport Region’s High Performance Driving event was a
little lighter than other club track events -- all the better for
those who attended and found even more room to learn
the capabilities of their vehicles.
Christian Maloof, Chief Instructor, Phil Mather Assistant
Chief Instructor and a cast of 18 other instructors made sure
that everyone had a good time and a safe time. Thanks also

to Rich Chang and Tom Krueger who handled registration
for the event. Thanks, again, to Eric Giddeon and Porsche of
Ann Arbor for breakfast refreshments and Sue Sarin, Arnie
Spieker and Christian for the bottled water and soft drinks.

As is the case at every RSR HPDE the day starts with
a drivers’ meeting to review the rules and safety
procedures.

Recent new member Bill Chandler tried his first
DE event in his 2017 718 Boxster, also below

Member Seth Penchansky with his 2001 Boxster S.

Manuel Tenorio-Rios brought his nephew Javier
Umstead

Robert “Skip” Kuhn, author of the Bahn Stormer
series, 944 Chronicles again brought his Porsche
944 to the track.
11
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The 944 Chronicles
By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

Of Course It’s A Porsche
On one of my frequent trips to Los Angeles this summer I
ended up with some open time in my schedule after successfully navigating through yet another round of depositions. Since my flight to Detroit didn’t leave until 10:30 pm
I had the entire afternoon to do with as I wished. Rather
than hang out at the Delta Sky Club eating cheese cubes and
broccoli, I followed Mikes O’Rear’s sage advice and visited
the Petersen Automotive Museum. Heck, I could see the
building from the front door of my hotel. How convenient is
that! Soooo, I checked my bags at the hotel desk, wandered
down the street and bought a ticket.
Just as Mike described it, the Porsche exhibit is extremely
cool and it is the first thing you see when you come in the
front door. Visitors are greeted by a 910-prototype racer and
a 550 Spyder as well as an open glass wall looking in on the
rest of the ground floor exhibit. The Petersen Museum has
several floors of displays and following their advice I started
at the top and worked my way back to the ground floor. Saving the best for last, I took in the Porsche exhibit camera

phone in hand, ready to see their twist on Porsche heritage
and history.
So, imagine my surprise and shock (not really) upon discovering that even the Petersen Museum is working diligently to maintain the Porsche 944’s status as one of the
best kept secrets in the world of Porsche sportscar ownership. Not a 944 to be found, no cars, no posters, no models,
no nothing. The gift shop wasn’t any different. Not even a
t-shirt. Actually though, I’m not at all surprised, but I’m not
complaining either. Only us 944 owners truly understand
the exclusivity and mystique that comes with owning a 944
(wink,wink). This is the Porsche platform that still receives
accolades for getting its handling performance and balance
right the first time while simultaneously saving the Porsche
corporate bacon, the first time. Come to think of it, I didn’t
see any Boxsters in the exhibit either -- remember those,?
That was the model that saved the Porsche corporate bacon the second time. Cayennes or Macans, forget about it.
That’s too bad. Along with a car or two here is a sample of
what could/should have been on display:
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(Continued on page 15)

Porsche Museum tour -- Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Germany
Story by Member Michael Wenner,

For anyone planning a trip to Europe, a must see for
porschephiles is the newest Porsche museum which replaced a modest facility that held only 20 exhibits. The
new facility displays about 80 vehicles from a rolling stock
of 300 vehicles. Construction began in on October 17,
2005 and the formal opening was January 31, 2009. The
new facility contains 5600 square meters (approximately
60,000 square feet) of exhibition space, and the cost was a
mere(!!!!) 100 million euros (approximately $124M US.
At the opening ceremony the architect – Delugan
Meissl--stated in his dedication speech: “The Porsche Museum creates a space that gives architectural expression
to the company’s confident outlook and discerning standards, while also capturing Porsche’s dynamism. Knowledge, credibility and determination are as fundamental to
the philosophy as courage, excitement, power and independence. Every idea is treated as an opportunity actively
to tackle fresh challenges and probe the limits, yet still remain true to yourself. This museum endeavours to reflect
all that.”
The museum is supported on just 3 V-shaped columns
and seems to float. Certainly different and unique—maybe
like the Porsche cars????????
The museum is open Tuesday-Sunday, 9am-6pm. Cost is
8 euro (approximately $10 US). Free admission for children
under 15 years of age. Headsets are available in many lan-
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guages that are display activated as you tour the facility.
Another interesting feature is that special tours are organized for young children that includes soft gloves and tour
guides that allow the children to explore and actually touch
the cars wearing soft gloves to prevent any damage. This
activity provides the children a real close up and tactile experience.
The museum tour starts with the genesis of the Porsche
vehicle and tracks the development through time and elaborates on both the street and racing history of our favorite
brand. The race cars are actual race cars, not necessarily
restored to concours condition. The chronological tour is
presented in a very logical fashion with ample room to walk
around each display and spend as little or as much time
as desired. My visit was mid-August, mid-week, the crowd
was not so large, but I assume the crowds are larger on the
weekends or holidays.
And finally, I got to the obligatory paraphenalia shop
with all the necessities that Porsche lovers need or want.
As expected, the selection contains high quality items with
corresponding prices. I also recommend the restaurant located at the museum which has a delightful variety of fare
at reasonable prices.
Good luck and I hope you enjoy the visit as much as I did.

(944s from page 13)
Rob Sass touches on this issue in his “Editor’s Note” column in the latest edition of Panorama magazine. I’m with
him, I like cars, lots of different cars, that’s why my four-car
garage has six cars, not all of which are Porsches. In my
world, Porsches are defined by what they do, not just how
they look or where the engine is mounted. From what I
can tell, Porsche is perhaps the only manufacturer in history
that has not only consistently created iconic sports cars but
has done so with engines in every position, front, mid and
rear. And by the way they aren’t always air cooled.
It’s funny, I have a very good friend who until recently
owned a perfect guards red 1988 911 Carrera. He always
wanted one because he considered air-cooled Porsche 911s
to be proper sports cars in every sense of the word. Eventually he sold the car due to lack of use/loss of interest, but he
always commented that he could only drive the car for 30
minutes or less at a time because it just wasn’t civilized and
comfortable enough. When I asked him why he didn’t just

swap it out for a Porsche model other than an air-cooled
911 his opinion was that anything different would not be a
proper Porsche sports car. That seems to be a somewhat
common perspective that is not easily overcome, if it can be
overcome at all.
That’s ok, as I see it 944 ownership is a value proposition,
let’s not spoil that. Remember, if 944’s become too popular then those of us currently in the 944 club lose not only
our exclusivity and under the radar coolness but the prices
go up. Not good, at least for me. To paraphrase Forrest
Gump’s Mama, “a Porsche is as a Porsche does”. Does the
944 perform as a Porsche should? You bet it does. Go take
a 944 out on the track at a DE day (to play with a 911 or two)
and then tell me that you should have spent more money
to buy a “real” Porsche. No sir. Now if only I could get my
favorite Porsche mechanic to agree that a 944 isn’t a “real
Porsche” so he’ll reduce his labor rates and parts prices accordingly. Oh yeah, that’s right, his track car is a 951 and his
weekend car is a pristine 968. Yup, he’s in the club.
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Classic in the making.

At Porsche of Ann Arbor, your air-cooled Porsche is in good hands.
Meet Danny Young

Porsche Gold Meister Technician
Porsche Club member and veteran technician Danny Young has worked at Porsche of Ann
Arbor for more than 27 years, and enjoys weekend autocross events in his Boxster S as well as
coaching his son in racing. Danny’s love of air-cooled engines began when he learned to
maintain his first car, an air-cooled '76 Volkswagen Beetle. Since then, he’s continually trained
with the best to become a Gold Meister Technician. Let Danny handle your classic or
air-cooled Porsche service for peace of mind that your car is in the hands of the best.

PREMIER
Porsche Dealer

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State St.
PorscheAnnArbor.com

An Eclectic Cruise -- Stahl’s Museum and Port Huron
Story and photos by Member and Host Kevin Kral

A relatively cool July morning set a group of around 30
members up for a great two part cruise beginning in Auburn Hills. It was a great drive through the curviest roads
that the area has to offer. The area’s beautiful scenery included many apple orchards and a few creative businesses
and residents. A private tour of the Stahls Museum was
extra special -- Stahl’s amazing collection of cars and music
machines is just a “not to be missed” venue.
With a complete change in the scenery, the group
headed up the picturesque shoreline of Lake St. Clair and

Just a small sample of the cars in the Stahl collection.

the St. Clair River to Port Huron. The final stop was dinner
at Atrium Café and Ice Cream Parlor. The eclectic cafe was
really a full service restaurant with wonderful food and an
atmosphere that was inviting and unique. After a great
meal and conversation the event ended with a picture in
front of an old Standard Oil Station that was just across the
street from the cafe.

Host Kevin Kral with his father, Gary,
and his immaculate 1989 944 S2
(A couple more photos on pages 19 & 29)
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EXPERT PORSCHE SERVICE 356 TO 991
3 DEDICATED PORSCHE TECHNICIANS
MORE THAN 100 YEARS COMBINED PORSCHE EXPERIENCE
SERVING RALLY SPORT REGION FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
Briarwood Mall

State Street

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

669 State Circle

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Why Sports Cars?
In a totally practical world sports cars would not exist.
Wikipedia says sports cars are usually a two seat, two door
car designed for spirited performance and nimble handling.
Webster’s says it is a small car seating two people made
for fast driving. By these definitions the sports car is not
practical or utilitarian and is perhaps even the opposite.
It should be no surprise that sports cars sell in small numbers. With a few exceptions the sports car is offered as a
loss leader, something to draw attention to the larger and
more practical car offerings in a showroom. Again with few
exceptions the sports car is a marginal profit maker but is
justified by the prestige that it brings to the manufacturer.
This was certainly the case for the earliest of sports cars.
Someone might look at the very first two seat automobiles
produced and conclude they must be the forerunner of the
sports car. But these early cars were simply limited by the
tooling and technology of the time. The true first production automobiles were all four seat cars with few exceptions. For the relatively high prices of the early automobile
it had to offer utility for value. Yet even in these early days
the sports car was finding its role. The auto enthusiast was
born and he demanded an automobile that reflected his
passion for driving.
The first automobile races were intended to showcase
the durability and practicality of the automobile as well as
the engineering prowess of their builders. The 1902 Gordon Bennett Races were open road affairs between cities
on then unimproved dirt roads of the time. Custom built
two seat cars by Mercedes, Renault and Napier competed
with Napier as the first winner. These two seat cars were
not intended for sale. But by 1910 all that changed with
the Stutz Company. Stutz manufactured luxury four seat
cars based in Indianapolis. But the Stutz Bearcat and its
companion the Mercer Raceabout broke that mold with
just two seats and a gas tank on a very capable frame powered by the most powerful engine they had to offer. The
factory literature described “The Stutz Bearcat, designed to
meet the needs of the customer desiring a car built along
the lines of a racing car.” Finishing 11th in the 1911 running of the Indy 500 the car was marketed as “The car that
made good in a day”. But the other car manufacturers of
the day failed to follow suit. They continued to offer large
cars or bare frames that would be finished with bodies by
coach builders of the day. The two seat touring car was the
expression of sportiness for decades.

It wasn’t until 1951 that Nash-Kelvinator commissioned
Donald Healey of England to build a sports car based on
a production Ambassador Sedan engine and transmission.
The resulting Nash Healey sold from 1951 to 1954 as a halo
or image building car until Studebaker merged with Nash.
The Nash Healey was no poser car either as it proved itself
even in production form in many races. In 1951 it finished
4th overall at the LeMans 24 hour and followed that up with
4th in class in 1951 ahead of Ferrari and Aston Martin and
in 1952 third overall behind two factory Mercedes 300SL
race cars. General Motors must have taken notice as they
introduced the Corvette in 1953 and solidified the legacy
of the American sports car. Of course Europe did not have
the same gap when it came to small two place cars of sporting nature. Servicemen returning from WWII brought back
these small cars by the thousands and spurred import car
dealerships. European and later Asian car manufacturers
quickly realized that America was a major market for sports
cars.
These sports cars are usually associated with young single people or as the entertainment toy of the rich and sporting. Many years ago Porsche described their sports car line
up as competition to the sport airplane or speedboat. Owning a sports car was a mark of prestige and affluence, of
social status and success. Why a sports car? Because like
the definitions suggest, a sports car provides the true thrill
and fun of driving, the vehicle one wants to be in because it
engages the senses and provides joy to the necessary task
of driving. Sports cars will be around long after self driving
cars take over our roads.
Tom Fielitz

Cruising up the shore of Lake St. Claire (article on page 17)
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Is your Porsche
cool enough?

We can make it even cooler.
Quality AC Work

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz
Zone 4 Representative

Dear Zone 4,
The Porsches are on the road, on the track and enjoying
the heat and sunshine in Zone 4, and we have new banners
to display at our events this year. I ended May with the traditional weekend in Indianapolis for the Indy 500 with my
brothers and cousins. Then on into June where the Indycars head up to Belle Isle for the Dual race weekend, joined
by the IMSA WeatherTech Series. The Car Corral was a
big hit on Friday, June 1st and even more so on Saturday,
June 2nd. Twemty-nine Porsches arrived via Police escort
from The Henry hotel. It was a thrill to see traffic stopped
for us as we drove past 100 Corvettes waiting for us to go
by. Once on the island we all enjoyed the hospitality tent
where Lynn Friedman, our Car Corral queen, was waiting
for us with donuts and coffee. Later we enjoyed lots of
great racing.
The next weekend I was in Cincinnati for the Ohio Concours weekend. Saturday morning, June 9th – Love your
Sportscar Day for Porsche worldwide - I was honored to be
on a panel for the seminar at Porsche of the Village called
Porsche: A Sporting Life. Moderated by Cam Ingram, I was
joined by his father Bob Ingram, the legendary Brian Redman, and my good friend Ray Shafer from the Porsche Experience Center in Atlanta. For 90 minutes, we shared our
favorite Porsche stories and answered questions from the
crowd of over 170.

The next day was the Concours at Ault Park, where the
theme was the Seven Decades of Porsches. The Schutz
Speedster joined nearly 100 Porsches on display on the
center lawn. That was quite a tribute to the marque.
On the following Monday I attended the monthly meeting for Mid-Ohio Region, and on Tuesday for the Ohio
Valley Region and shared stories of my father’s days at
Porsche.
Then the following weekend, I was back in Michigan. Saturday morning, June 17th, I joined Western Michigan Region
for a Tech Session hosted at EuroAutowerks. Tim Thatcher,
our host, gave a talk on alignment and other warnings of
what to look out for to avoid mechanical failures. Then
lunch! On Sunday morning, I joined the Rally Sport Region
at Grattan Raceway for their drivers meeting. They had
fantastic weather for a great DE.
See you soon at a region event, Happy motoring!
Lori

The Schutz Speedster at Ault Park with Lori Schutz
and Rick Riley.
Ray Shafer, Brian Redman, Cam Ingram and Lori
Schutz at the Ohio Concours Seminar.
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New
TVIMMEDIATE
Series Featuring
Porsche
FOR
RELEASE

Las Vegas, Nevada. July 16, 2018

900 Series Media has partnered with Pelican Parts to support The 900 Series, a TV show
about the repair, racing and restoration of Porsches at Carl’s Place in Las Vegas, Nevada.
This season former regional PCA club president Tony Mazzagatti builds a tribute to the
priceless 904. The team restores a classic 356. US Military Veteran Ramon Montez
welcomes surprise celebrity guests who need pre-purchase inspections, and the team
shows us what it really takes to keep these high performance machines in perfect
condition. For more about the show visit our Facebook or website the900series.com.

To help celebrate the launch of The 900 Series, 900 Series Media and Pelican Parts are
pleased to announce a summer Sweepstakes where the Grand Prize winner will receive a
walk-on role on The 900 Series show, an all-expense paid trip to Las Vegas, Nevada and a
Pelican Parts gift basket featuring some items customized to their specific car needs! Every
$100 purchase at PelicanParts.com between July 15, 2018 and September 30, 2018
qualifies as an entry. Alternative means of entry and other
rules governing the sweepstakes can be found at
the900series.com/news-events or PelicanParts.com/promos.

The 900 Series is the first tv series where Porsche

reigns supreme, exclusively dedicated to the icon we all
dream of: Porsche. Whether classic air-cooled 911 or a 2018
GT3, Tony Mazzagatti and Ramon Montez share the performance secrets of all your favorite
Porsches, one repair, one restoration at a time. SERVICE EXCLUSIVELY FOR PORSCHES

Pelican Parts is THE destination for automotive enthusiasts seeking an engaging

experience to fulfill their automotive pursuits. As the leading source of car parts for European
automobiles, including Porsche, BMW, Mercedes Benz, MINI, Volkswagen, Audi, Volvo and
Saab, we are committed to providing our customers with everything they need for their car
project, including parts, accessories, technical resources and
community.
With over 20 years in the business, 4,500+ tech articles and a
dedicated forums community, you can see why Pelican Parts
is the one-stop-shop destination for car parts. Everything we
do is designed to provide an empowering and fulfilling
experience to pursue a love of cars. Come visit us at
PelicanParts.com to see why we are known to provide
everything you need to DIY. FIX IT – DRIVE IT – LOVE IT
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DuetscheMarques Auto Show at the Gilmore
By member and host David Bates with photos by Burghard Linn

Seventeen intrepid adventurers ventured west on Saturday, June 7th for the DuetscheMarques Auto Show at the
Gilmore Auto Museum in Hickory Corners, Michigan. The
Gilmore Car Museum advertises itself as the Largest Auto
museum in North America with more than 400 vehicles in
seven independent museums on a 90 acre campus. It houses a vast collection of historically significant automobiles
and enough automobile related toys and exhibits to send
any enthusiast into automotive shock. The journey took the
group north out of Chelsea, through Stockbridge and then
west across rolling farm land to the Ingram County fairgrounds where the group stopped to stretch and refortify
with cold juice and coffee and pastries after their arduous
45 minute journey.
O.K. Actually it was a lovely, relaxing drive and who
doesn’t love a cold juice and a piece of banana bread.
The group did garner quite a few second looks as eleven
Porsches of various vintages from Charlie Brown III’s ‘58
356A racing coupe to Stephen Howorth’s 911 factory wide
body to Robert Kay’s Cayman GT4 wound their way through
the heart of Chelsea in parade fashion.
The next leg of the trip took us west across smaller back
country highways of rural Southern Michigan where light
traffic and perfect weather made for a very enjoyable drive.
Those with Boxters, or windows down were treated to the
aroma of fresh hay, green pastures and the occasional future filet mignon and cheddar cheese to be. (read... typical
farm smells). At one point we had to wonder just how far
west we had gotten as we passed a farm with a handful
of Long Horn Steer. Happily our destination was minutes
ahead. The Gilmore Museum was abuzz with German cars
and our arrival overflowed the Porsche corral leaving us to
create a new display area right near the entrance to one
of the nicer exhibit buildings on the museum grounds. Ste-

phen briefly found the gear box in his 911 stuck and was not
able to move his car into the exact position directed by the
museum staff. That situation that happily resolved itself after a short bit with some nudging from Stephen.
According to event staff, when the DeutscheMarques
show began at the Gilmore, Volkswagens dominated the
show, but over the years an unofficial attendance competition has evolved between the Porsche and BMW marques.
Last year BMW won that unofficial contest and I had heard
that various Porsche people had undertaken to make sure
that wouldn’t happen this year. A casual walk through the
two corrals certainly looked like Porsche surely had retaken
the award but it was not to be. There is always next year.
However, if an outright numbers victory was not to be
had, a member of Rally Sport did get a podium finish. The
DeutscheMarques show does award various trophies in a
variety of categories judged by members of the organization. Awards go to best of show for for cleanest in different
decades, and a judges’ award for the best example of the
marque overall. Our own Charlie Brown III won the Special
Judges’ Award, Porsche Division, for his 1958 356 A race car.
As the show ended and participants headed off in various directions, seven of the group stopped for dinner at
Klavon’s, south of Jackson, for barley pops and pizza. Klavon’s is famous for their wood fired Pizza and various other
Italian treats. The pop-up Porsche corral in the parking lot
drew the attention of a number of admirers of the marque
whilst the weary drivers and crew enjoyed dinner and conversation inside.

Quite a crowd gathers this Gilmore event.
Years of evolution.
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Host David Bates starts the group off with the
instruction, “we’re going to go that-a way!”

The group formed up in Chelsea to
begin the country drive.

Of course any German car show
would have plenty of Porsches.

But plenty of other German marques, from many different vintages were also on display.
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3rd Saturday of Every
Month
(April – Oct)

April 21, May 19, June 16, July 21, August 18,
September 15, October 20

All Cars & Enthusiasts Welcome!

For more information on Cars and Coffee –
jonheidorn@comcast.net

Join us at Zingerman’s Roadhouse
2501 Jackson Ave, Ann Arbor

7:30am – 9:00am

Follow us on Facebook at Ann Arbor Cars and Coffee
This is Not A Rally Sport Region – Porsche Club of America Event
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE

OTHER ITEMS

2006 911 S Cabriolet (997): 54,443 miles, 6 speed manual, 355 HP. Texas car.
Gorgeous all original extremely clean with no
dings or chips. Rare Carrara white with Cocoa
full leather interior. Additional Equipment: Paint matched center console, NAV,
heated seats, 19” Carrera Classic wheels, Bose High End
sound, power seat package, self-dimming mirrors and
more. Original sticker $104,710. Loaded with almost every
option offered. $41,999 Contact Chris Conlin at cconlin@
conlintravel.com or 734-477-6052 (07/18)

Michelin Pilot Super Sports: $300.00, local pickup. Tires
are 255/40/ZR/20 front, measuring 6 & 7 mm of tread. N
Spec. rears are 295/35/ZR/20 and they measure 5 & 6 mm
of tread. N Spec. Call 734-994-5820, cell:734-417-9138 or
email: gm.gilligan@comcast.net (06/18)

2003 Porsche 911 Cabriolet: 35,800 miles (will increase
with driving) VIN: WP0CA29993S652633. Triple black, meticulously
maintained,
accident
free and has the IMS kit
installed (~7k miles ago).
Car is very well optioned,
driven only in the summer with all maintenance records
since my purchase. Sold new for over $96k in 2003. Michelin Pilot Sport tires installed in May 2017 and catalytic
converter replaced in October 2017. Includes custom fit car
cover. Asking: $30,000. For more details and many pictures contact jonheidorn@comcast.net or 734.239.2942
(cell) (06/18)
1995 Porsche 993: Black with cashmere leather interior.
137,000 miles mostly
freeway, no winters, no
accidents. Upper end
engine and new engine
wiring harness done
within the last six years.
Tires were replaced
about 2,000 miles ago.
$53,000.00. Contact Tim Pott tcpott@gmail.com or cell
734-548-5378. (04/18)
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Simpson Bandit helmet: SA2015, size XXL. Predrilled for
restraint system, comes with extra
interior padding and helmet bag.
Bought new last summer, only worn
once at Grattan DE. As new in the
box. $395. Contact Jeff Uhlman
MVR-PCA 419-260-8644 or mittlemotor@gmail.com (04/18)
Four Hancook Ventus S1 Evo run-flat tires; 225/45-17,
$180 obo. Also, 4 Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D tires, 225/4517, $140. All tread depths about 5mm. Call Andy Sasyk or
text 734-718-6432. (03/18)
Four 17” Rial Turbo Twist (Cup 3) Wheels: from 1995 Carrera 4. Front 7.5Jx 17H2. Rear 9Jx
17H2. $750.00. Never used. Some
minor scratches near center from
moving while in storage. Dunlop
SP Winter Sport tires are currently mounted. Less than 50 miles.
205/50R17 and 255/40R17 mud and
snow. Dated 2001. Could coordinate local delivery. Contact Mike McGarry. 248-701-2143.
red993@icloud.com. (11/17)
Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call Clem
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/17)

You know Munk's.

But do you know about

Vintage Munk's?

Restorations since 1969

At Stahl’s -- a French music machine that traveled by rail
around France and Germany providing music at fairs and
beer gardens (article on page 17).
3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan

service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant

For those who have followed my musings, you know that I
was a BMW club racer for many years. Ten of those years I
campaigned a 2002, the car that started BMW’s fame here
in the US. Mine was a 1972 Tii, which meant in stock form
it had mechanical fuel injection, bigger brakes, stiffer suspension, etc. to make the car (already quite “sporty” for its
day) a bit more so. I ran it in the under 2.0L modified class
(EM), meaning it was a dedicated race car that had left any
idea of street legality behind long ago. It only weighed an
even single ton, and in its final iteration I was nursing a
solid 160 rear wheel horsepower at 7000RPM out of those
Weber carbureted 2 liters, which meant I had a lot of fun
leaving those pesky stock E30 M3s and E36 2.8L sixes eating my (smoky) exhaust. It was a great little car.
This past weekend celebrated the annual Pittsburg Vintage Grand Prix (PVGP), and this year BMW was the featured marque (again). The PVGP is actually an entire week
of racing and auto-centric fun that is bookended on the
front end by a weekend of racing at “Pitt-race” (the former
Beaver Run), and the famous (infamous) following weekend on a street course laid out in Pittsburg’s Schenley Park.
The Schenley park race is limited to vintage cars of small
displacement and “supposedly” is intended to be more
of a high-speed parade of a spectacular array of vintage
race cars rather than a real “race”. This is with good reason
since the 2.33 mile, 23 turn course features curbs, crowned
roads, trees, telephone poles, bridge abutments, stone
walls, manhole covers, and absolutely no run off room. Not
exactly your 10/10ths race course. Ha!
I was introduced to the course in my very first year of
club racing. Still green behind the ears but eager to race,
I signed up for the PVGP with some trepidation as I had
heard of the dangers of the course. But BMW was the
featured marque that year and they were going to have a
feature race for vintage BMWs only, which meant mostly a
swarm of 2002s with the occasional “batmobile” thrown in
for good measure. This was in 1997, and there were still a
lot of 2002s out there in BMW club racing, so we had a field
of over 30 of them gathered together for the coming storm.
It was the first time that BMW had a featured race, and as
the drivers all gathered together for the drivers meeting
you had a sense that the track had not seen the likes of
what was about to come. We were warned of all the dangers of the track, how it was a 7 or 8/10ths track, that we
should put on a good show for the multitude of spectators
that would greet us as we came out of the “tunnel of trees”

and into the daylight where the golf course bordered the
left side of the track…maybe let the guy behind us “make a
pass”. We all smiled and nodded and walked away thinking
we had a different kind of show in mind.
Not surprisingly, we were all called together after our
first practice session and told to hold it down a bit. We
were making the vintage boys a bit nervous. We behaved
ourselves through another practice session and a qualifying heat. Then it was race time and we all knew we were
going to do what we came to do. Race.
We put on a show all right…but not exactly the kind the
stewards had in mind. We raced as close to (and sometimes beyond) the outside edge of our cars envelope, and
while we didn’t hurt anyone…including ourselves…we did
suffer a few race car casualties. The crowd, always big at
this event, loved it. The stewards not so much. We were
scolded and told that if we didn’t tone it down for Sunday’s
feature race there would be trouble. Needless to say, there
was trouble…in case you missed the words “feature race”.
I’m not sure where I found the guts to drive as hard as
I did, running mid-pack with one of the best seats in the
house. At one part of the track they set up a chicane using hay bails to slow cars at the end of a long straight before they turn onto an overpass that had a significant drop
off should you over cook the turn. Mid-race I was chasing
someone, hard and hell-bent on catching him at the chicane. I braked way too late and caught up with him, going
way too fast, while he was right in the middle of it. Simple
choice…hit him or take out the hay bail. The hay bail it was.
The track stewards laughed about it for days as there was
hay flying everywhere. But I made my pass, never missed a
beat and kept on going. I’m sure to this day you could still
find some hay in one of the far recesses of the car if you
looked hard enough.
We were not invited back to race the next year. In fact,
the 2002s were not invited back until the vintage group director from that year retired. He was not happy with us.
But we all had fun, and the crowd did too.
If you have not been to the event, it is a bucket list deal.
Check out some of the in-car video from the track and
you’ll get an idea of what an incredible course it is…for
spectators and racers alike. Of all the things I miss about
racing, I miss the PVGP the most. 8/10ths…HA!
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The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

©Porsche Cars North America, INC. Porsche Recommends seat belt usage and observation of all traffic laws at all times

The$heirs$to$over$60$years$of$racing$legacy.$$Divided$equally.$

Porsche(of(Farmington(Hills(
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